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 In the following we want to give a quick overview about all the different physical MASCHINE / KOMPLETE KONTROL key
features. We will focus on the most important ones. Bundles with different functionality and firmware version Although the

models of MASCHINE / KOMPLETE KONTROL keyboard are all identical, they differ in the firmware version, that is
contained on the inside and thus there can be variations in the function. There are three different MASCHINE / KOMPLETE

KONTROL bundles that contain the keyboard. With the RED EKO 49 you get a completely new keyboard with the latest
firmware version (KOMPLETE KONTROL MX 2.0). The matte red color design is warm, inviting and sophisticated. You will

find a total of 51 keys, 5 color backlit buttons, 3 buttons for the media control, a function row with function switch for
programming and the command wheels. With the RED EKO 48 you get a desktop version of the latest keyboard. A matte red
design and a traditional design with the two control wheels can be chosen. This keyboard has only 48 keys. With the BLACK

EKO 48 you get a standard model with a dark design and the two control wheels in a black color. This black version has a
classic design and is ideal for users that only need to change the color of the keyboard a little bit. Key features 45 mm full-size

professional or home keyboard. Keys are made of glass-reinforced nylon and are cut and debossed. 5 touch-sensitive buttons for
function and media control. Supports MIDI and USB connections via USB or the LINE6 MASCHINE / KOMPLETE

KONTROL POD (for plug-and-play connection). Separate detachable media control bar. Height adjustment with rubber feet.
Bundles Red version Brown version Black version The matte red design is warm, inviting and sophisticated. Attention: The

brown version of the keyboard is not available for purchase at the moment. The red version of the keyboard is a limited edition
item. The black version is a standard model. Keyboard with 5 keys for function and media control There are 5 buttons for

function and media control on the keyboard. The buttons can be accessed on the back of the 82157476af
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